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ABSTRACT 
We prove a local Dulmage-Mendelsohn theorem, a generalization of their Theo- 
rem 18 [l] to matrices which are decomposable or have period greater than one. This 
can he used to estimate the index of a wide variety of matrices and has applications 
to finite automata theory, stochastic processes, graph theory, and other fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By Boolean matrix we mean matrix over semiring (0, l} under the 
operations sup { a, b} and ab. Let B, denote the set of n X n Boolean 
matrices. A Boolean matrix A is reflexive if a0 = 1 for all i and idernpotent if 
A’= A. For a Boolean matrix A, let Ak, Ak+d be the first two distinct 
positive powers of A which are equal, d >O. Then k is called the it&x of A, 
and d is called the period of A. The powers {A m : m > k} form a cyclic group 
of order d. 
Many workers have obtained deep results relating k,d to the dimension 
n: A. G. Lunts [3], D. Rosenblatt [8], Holladay and Varga [2], P. Perkins [7j, 
A. L. Dulmage and N. S. Mendelsohn [l], S. Schwarz [lo-121, and others. 
Applications of this sort of result are given in R. Mandl [4], G. Markowsky 
[5], H. Mint [6], and D. Rosenblatt [9]. 
Let J denote the matrix all of whose entries are 1. Two special types of 
matrices play an important role in the theory of the index and period. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. A Boolean matrix is primitive if and only if some power 
of it equals J. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A Boolean matrix A is indecomposable if and only if 
there does not exist a permutation matrix P such that PAI’= has the block 
form 
* 0 
[ 1 * * 
where the main diagonal blocks are square. 
For A E B, let GA denote the directed graph on vertices vr, . . . , v, such 
that there exists a directed edge from vi to vj if and only if a, i = 1. Then A is 
indecomposable if and only if G is strongly connected; A is primitive if and 
only if G is strongly connected and the greatest common divisor of the 
lengths of all cycles (defined below) is 1. For proofs, see Rosenblatt [8], 
Schwarz [12]. Another important result which we will use is that if A is 
indecomposable and has period d, then there exists a permutation matrix P 
such that PAP= has the block form 
0 A,, 0 *a* 0 
0 0 A, +.* 0 
0 0 0 *** 0’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A dl 0 0 .a. 0 
Regarding notation, a$) will denote the (i, j)-entry of the s power of A. 
The symbol Air (NT)) will d 
partitioned into blocks. 
enote the (i,j)-block of A (A”) when A is 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
DEFINITION 2.1. An edge sequence from vertex i to vertex i in a graph 
G is a sequence of vertices i = ia, i,, . . . , ik = i such that for m = 0 to k - 1 
there exists a directed edge from f to i,,,+ r. A path is an edge sequence in 
which i,, i,, . . . , ik are all distinct. A closed walk is an edge sequence such that 
i,, = ik. A cycle is an edge sequence in which i, = ik and i,, i,, . . . , ik_ r are 
distinct. Two points of a graph lie in the same strong component of a graph if 
and only if there exists a path from each of them to the other. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. The local index kii of the (i, i)-entry of a matrix A is the 
least integer such that for every q > kit, a{y+d) = a$‘), where d is the period of 
A. 
Next we will need a variant version of Dulmage and Mendelsohn’s 
Theorem 18 [l], using the concept of Schein rank. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The Schein rank of a Boolean matrix A is the least 
number of rank-l Boolean matrices whose sum is A. (To say that a matrix has 
rank 1 means that all its nonzero rows are equal.) Any rank-l matrix is the 
product of a column vector u and a row vector w. Such a product is written 
c( v, w) and is called a cross-vector. 
So the matrix on the left has Schein rank 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf A has Schein rank <r, then so does any product 
XAY. 
Proof, If A = EAi where Ai have rank 1, then XA Y = CXA, Y where 
XA, Y have rank 1. This proves the proposition. H 
The graph of a rank-l matrix will have the following form: there will 
exist sets S,, S, of vertices such that there exists an edge from every vertex of 
S, to every vertex of S,, and these are all the edges of the graph. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a primitive matrix of Schein rank T such that 
at) = 1 for some j. Then the index of A is at most S(T - 2) + s + 1. And if 
A=c(v,,w,)+... + c(u,,w,), then ~,A~(‘-~)+~=(l,l,..., 1) for any i. 
Proof. We associate to A a graph G, on T vertices, as follows. Choose 
the vertices in one-to-one correspondence with cross-vectors c(ui, wi) such 
that 
A = i c(ui,wi). 
i=l 
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Draw an arrow from i to i if and only if wivi is nonzero. Then this graph also 
must have an s-cycle: if ii,. . . , is; jl is a cycle for A, choose h(i) for each i 
such that ji is a nonzero entry in v,+) and ji+i is a nonzero entry in w,+), 
Since the ( ii, ii+ i)-entry of A is nonzero, such an h(i) must exist. Therefore 
G, has an s-cycle. 
Likewise for any cycle in the graph of A, the graph G, will have a cycle 
of the same order. Next we will prove G, is strongly connected. Given v,, w, 
and v,s, wP, let i,,i,, . . . , it be an edge sequence in GA from a nonzero entry i, 
of W, to a nonzero entry it in v~. Then for each x the (i,,i,+,)-entry of A is 
nonzero. Therefore for some v,., w,. the ix-entry of vu is I and the ix+ 1-entty 
of wu is 1. This implies that the I.+, wu gives an edge sequence in G, from 
v,, w, to vP, wp. This proves G, is strongly connected. By the above remark, 
the greatest common divisor of the lengths of all cycles in G, is 1. Therefore 
the matrix B of G, is primitive. Thus B has index at most S(T - 2) + r by 
Dulmage and Mendelsohn’s Theorem 18 [l]. 
Einally we will show this implies A has index at most s(r - 2) + s + 1. We 
will show by induction that for any a,.$‘, w,A( is the sum of wP such that /3 
can be reached from (Y in G, by a length-< edge sequence. For [= 1 this is 
true because 
A = 2 c(vi,wi). 
i=l 
Suppose it is true for [= m. Then w,A” =Zw, where the summa tion is over 
/I which can be reached from cx by a length-m edge sequence in G,. Thus 
w,A m+1=2~BA =Z wv, where the least summation consists of all y which 
can be reached for some /I by a length-l edge sequence. But this is the sum 
of all y which can be reached from (Y by a length-(m + 1) edge sequence. 
This completes the induction. Thus for any CY, w~A~@-‘)+~ is (1, 1,. . . , 1). 
Thus for any vector y, u~A’(‘-~)+~+~ = (1, 1,. . . , 1). Thus the index of A is at 
most s( r - 2) + s + 1. This completes the proof. n 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A be 
I 0 1 l O 0 1 0 l1 O 0 1J E I?,. 
Then s = 1, since ~$9 = 1. The Schein rank of A is 3, so r=3. The formula 
s(r- 2) + r+ 1 gives an index of 5. In fact the index of A is 5. So the previous 
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theorem in some cases at least gives an exact bound. Whenever A has Schein 
rank less than n, it will improve Duhnage and Mendelsohn’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A E B, be an indecomposable matrix of period d. Let 
s be the least integer such that a[)= 1 for some j. Suppose A has the fm 
0 A,, 0 . . . 0 
0 0 A, ... 0 
0 0 0 *** 0 . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A dl 0 0 ... 0 
and that the smallest diagonal block of A is c-square. Then the i& of A is 
at most s(c-2)+cd+d-1. In general the index of A is at most 
s([ ;]-2)+d[ ;]+n-d[ ;]. 
REMAXK If s were equal to d([n/d] - l), this would give precisely the 
Schwarz formula [ll] in case [n/d] > 1. However, for the type of applica- 
tions to finite automata that we have in mind, it seems necessary that we 
retain the integer s. 
Proof. Consider the matrix Ad. Each diagonal block must have a cycle 
of length s/d. And each diagonal block will have Schein rank no more than 
c by Proposition 2.8, since some block of A will have Schein rank no more 
than c. 
Each block of A to the SC - 2s + cd + d - 1 power will have the form 
A A u,u+1 u+l,u+z’ * * Au_-e,u _ 1. Write this product as 
where R is A, +l,u+2Au+2,u+3.. -A,,_2,u_-l (d- 1 factors). Then R will have 
some factor with at most c rows or at most c columns and SO will have 
Schein rank c. Write R as c(ul,wl) + . - * + c(u,,w,). Then 
Aid?, u-l= A “,u+lR=c(v;,wJ+*** +c(u;,W,)* 
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By the last statement in Theorem 2.2, 
will have all entries 1. This proves the first assertion of the theorem. 
We have c < [n/d], since there are d blocks, the sum of whose sizes is n. 
If c < [n/d], the second assertion will follow immediately. Suppose c = 
[n/d]. Then let ri denote the remainder of n on dividing by d. The diagonal 
blocks of A must include at least d- r1 blocks of size [n/d], since all other 
blocks have size at least [n/d] + 1. First assume d does not divide n. A 
typical term in 
will have the form AU,,+1~,+1,,+20~ .Au-(d-r,)-l,u-(d-r,).Write this prod- 
uct as 
R(A($d+,l,,_d+, (s/d)([n/dl-2)+[n/dl. 1) 
It follows again that the Schein rank of R cannot exceed [n/d], since there 
will be at least d - r1 + 1 blocks having nor more than [n/d] rows or [n/d] 
columns, and not all of them can have been omitted, since only d - rl of the 
nonzero blocks are omitted from R. Now the same argument as above shows 
that 
R(Aid_! d+r,,u-d+r, > (s/d)([n/dl-2) + In/d1 = J. 
Finally let d In, and every diagonal block of A have size (n/d) X (n/d). 
Then the diagonal blocks of Ad will have index at most (a/d)(n/d-2)+ 
n/d by the Dulmage-Mendelsohn theorem. So Ad has index at most 
(S/d)(n/d-2)+n/d. So A has index at most s(n/d-2)+n. This proves 
the theorem. n 
EXAMPLE 2.3. The matrix 
I 0 1l 0 O 1 0 1 l 0 O 1 1 EB, 
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has index 5. This implies that the matrix 
0000100 
0000010 
0000001 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 EB, 
1100000 
1010000 
0001000 
has index 9. And we have d = 2 and s = 2. 
The formula of the theorem gives 2(3 - 2) + 2(3) + 1 = 9. So it is exact in 
this case. 
REMARK. If n is divisible by d, taking all blocks Aj,i + i except one to be 
the identity proves the result of this theorem to be sharp. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let A be a Boolean matrix. Let I be a path in GA from 
vertex i to vertex j. Let C,, CT,, . . . , C, be the strong components of GA which 
contain at least one point of I, and have at least one cycle themselves. Let 
d,,ds,..., d, be the period of A restricted to these strong components. Let d 
be the greatest common divisor of d,,d,, . . . ,d,. Let T by any subset of 
c,uc,u*.* u C, such that: (1) every point of T is strongly connected 
within T to a point of In T, and (2) the greatest common divisor of the 
cycles contained in T is d. Let 0 be the length of I. Let s be the size i of a 
smallest cycle in T. Let no be 1 T( + 1 - ( number of strong components of T). 
Then the path index of I? is the minimum over subsets T of 
s([ 2]-2)+n,,+,. 
(If no Ci exists, the path index is 8.) 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let A be the matrix 
110000 
101000 
; ; ‘: ; y ; EB,. 
000001 
000010 
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Let i=2, i=S. Let I- be the path 2,3,4,5,6. Then 8-5. The sets C,,Cs,Cs 
are { L2}, {3,4}, {5,6}. ‘I% e numbers d,,$,d, are 1,2,2. The set T may be 
chosen to be { 1,2} (this will minimize no and s). Then s = 1, d = 1, and 
n, = 2. Thus the path index is (0 +2) + 0 + 4 = 6. And this is in fact the index 
ofA. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let the rwtution be as in the definition of path index. Let 
\k = (x: there exists an edge sequence of length x fm i to i containing all 
edges of r}. Then every element of @ is congruent to 8 wwdulo d. And if 
x=6 (mod& d) and x is greater than or equal to the path it&x, then x E 9. 
Proof. Every edge sequence from i to i containing all edges of l7 must 
differ in length from r by some linear combination of the lengths of the 
cycles of the Ci (the edge sequence must enter and leave each C, at the same 
point as r). This proves the assertion that every element of \k is congruent to 
8 modulo d. 
Let T satisfy the conditions in the definition of path index; let \k, = {x: 
there exists an edge sequence of length x from i to i containing all edges of J? 
and contained in T u I’}. Then ‘Pk, c ‘k, so it will suffice to prove x E!P~ 
when x=8 (modulo d) and x is greater than or equal to the path index. 
Let T 1, 2r.. . , T, be the strong components of T containing at least one T 
cycle. Let i,,i, , . . . , ir be the first vertices of I? lying in T,, T,, . . . , T,. We now 
construct a modified graph G, as follows. Let G, be the graph which is the 
disjoint union of a copy of I? and a copy of each of T,, T2,. . . , T,. Let G, be 
the quotient of G, under the identification i E r = i, E Tl = - * - = i, E T,. We 
next claim that if an edge sequence of length x from i to i exists in G,, one 
exists in G. 
Such a path in G, will consist of collection of closed walks in T,, T,, . . . , T, 
together with r. Such a path can be realized in G by inserting the closed 
walks at the appropriate places. This proves the claim. 
Let Ga be the part of G obtained by omitting all vertices of r after i. 
Then the last theorem applies to Gs, since G, is strongly connected and thus 
its matrix is indecomposable. Thus the index of the matrix of Ga is at most 
s([ ?I-2)+n, 
This implies that if x is at least 
s([?]-2)+n, 
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and is divisible by d, there exists a length x path from i to i in G,. Thus if x is 
at least 
and is congruent to 8 modulo d, there exists a length-x path in G, from i to i. 
So x E \k,. This proves the lemma. n 
THEOREM 2.5. For any i, i the number kji is less than or equal to the 
lurgest path index of any path frown i to j. 
Proof. Let {I?,} d enote the set of paths in GA from i to j, and d, the 
corresponding numbers d. Let 1 be the least common multiple of the d,. Let 
9 = {x : there exists an edge sequence of length x from i to j in G }. Let 
\k, = {X : there exists an edge sequence of length x from i to 1, which contains 
all edges of I’, }. Then \k is the union of all I,. For x > any path index, 
x~\k, if and only if r+l~q, for each (Y. Thus x E \k if and only if 
x + 1 E 9. This proves the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let A be as in the previous example. The largest path 
indexes will be the index of the path 2,3,4,5,6 and the index of the path 
1,2,3,4,5,6. In the latter case take T=(l). Then fI=5, d=l, no=l, and 
s=l. So the path index is l((l-2)(l) + 1)+1+5=6. So the largest path 
index is 6. This is in fact the index of A. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose that M is a decomposable Boolean matrix 
whose graph has k strong components of sizes n,,n,,. ..,n,. Suppose that 
every entry of M has period at least d or converges to 0, where 
1 <d <{(n-k+l)max{ni}. 
Then the index of M is at most 
n-k+1 
d 
max{ni}+d-l+n. 
Proof. We find an upper bound for the path index of any path. We 
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have n,<n--k+l and s<max{q}. For l<d<{(n-k+l)max{q} the 
function 
~, n-k+1 
I d 
+d 
is decreasing in d. This proves the corollary. n 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let M be the Boolean matrix. Suppose that M has a 
block subtriungular form where the muin diagonal blocks are permutation 
matrices of relatively prime ore% pl,pz,...,pt. Let q >p> 1 be the two 
largest amg p,, p,, . . . , p,. Then the index of M is at most (p+q-3)q+n 
-1. 
Proof. Take T to be a union of two cycles along I’, if the path does not 
stay within a single strong component. Then d = 1, s <q,n,,= p + q - 1, 
0 < n - 1. This gives the formula above. The case where the path stays in a 
single strong component will not yield a larger number. This completes the 
proof. W 
The analogues of the theorems above hold for nonnegative matrices, 
provided that positive entries of matrices are replaced by 1. 
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